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Samsung C6112 Review - Latest Dual sim mobile phone
The Samsung C6112 is the latest dual sim card phone from Samsung. reasonable priced we think this
handset will be a hit. However, if you were looking for a decent camera, look elsewhere.
Jan. 21, 2010 - PRLog -- Mobile phone with dual sim capability definitely has an edge over the other
mobile phones and Samsung C6112 aims to capture that aspect. This handset from the house of Samsung is
the latest announcement, and it will see the light of the market in the first quarter of 2010. The most
prominent benefit of using a dual sim mobile phone is that the user is not required to carry two phones at a
time. In several occasions, it has been noticed that many users use two mobile phones, one is for the
personal usage and the other is for handling official issues. There are several occasions when the user
forgets to take one phone or finds extreme difficulty to handle two phones at a time. For those users, the
mobile phones with dual sim are very beneficial and Samsung C6112 aims to target this section of the
audience mainly. However, its stunning looks and useful features will catch the attention of the general
users as well and therefore, it stands a great chance to succeed and cater to wide section of the users after its
release. Samsung has not yet disclosed the price factor of the handset and we all have to wait for the further
announcements by the company. Checkout a full review at
http://www.mobilefonereviews.co.uk/phone-reviews/Samsung-....
This dual Sim equipped handset is from the line up of DuoS handsets. The basic highlights of Samsung
C6112 are 2.4-inch QVGA screen, 960 mAh battery, and a microSD expansion slot, Bluetooth,
2-Megapixel camera, music player, and FM radio with RDS.
Lithium-Ion 960 mAh battery generates power in the Samsung C6112 and this battery is capable of
providing backup up to 385 hours in the standby mode and up to 9 hours in the talk time mode. As it is a
dual Sim phone, Samsung C6112 allows the users to carry two separate numbers that use a single terminal.
It supports the quad band GSM 850, 900, 1 800 and 1900 MHz for Sim 1 and also dual band GSM 900 /
1800 for the second Sim. In addition to that, the handset is compatible GPRS and EDGE with no WLAN
and 3G.
The 2.4 inches TFT capacitive screen of the mobile phone provides 256,000 colours display with the
resolution of 240 x 320 pixels. Look wise C6112 is very attractive as it comes with sparkling three shades
Black, Blue and Dark Red. This slider device is the right combination of useful features and great look.
###
Mobilefonereviews provides detailed reviews of all the latest mobile phones. We search the web to provide
1000's of mobile phone deals in one place.
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